Over two decades ago, Alvan Feinstein, a leading figure in the development and evaluation of diagnostic research methods, argued that the binary ‘positive–negative’ framework used in test accuracy research is not representative of diagnostic decision making in clinical practice. In particular, he called for a move away from the dichotomisation of quantitative test scales (tests that are on a continuous or ordinal scale) and advocated an approach that allows for the explicit recognition of an ‘uncertain’ diagnostic outcome.

Twenty years on and little progress has been made on this issue; reporting the accuracy of quantitative tests based on a single ‘optimal’ threshold continues to be common practice. Here we present how improving the methods for evaluating quantitative tests would be of greatest benefit to GPs, providing them with a better evidence-based toolkit of strategies for recognising and handling diagnostic uncertainty head-on.

**DIAGNOSTIC UNCERTAINTY IN PRIMARY CARE**

Summerton reported that failures relating to diagnosis account for nearly one-third of GP complaints. Diagnostic uncertainty is particularly rife in general practice due to a number of obstacles intrinsic to the clinical setting. First, the prevalence of serious disease is typically low in a community population, weakening the overall predictive value of diagnostic tests. Secondly, the majority of disease presenting in general practice is commonly in its early stages, when many ‘red flag’ symptoms are yet to evolve and departures from physiological normality are slight. Furthermore, many of the tests used are not disease-specific; they are typically predictive of a symptom that presents in many diseases. For example, C-reactive protein is a marker of inflammation and is used in the diagnostic work-up of many conditions such as inflammatory bowel disease, bacterial infection, and cardiovascular disease. Predictors of generic symptoms such as inflammation, however, result in weak differential diagnostic capabilities. All of these factors combined leave GPs with a limited selection of useful tools for minimising diagnostic uncertainty.

It could be argued that diagnostic errors are an inevitable consequence of these fundamental challenges. Yet, general practice may actually be unique in that, due to the typically non-acute nature of clinical presentations, there are a number of ‘test of time’ strategies, which allow GPs to deal with diagnostic uncertainty more effectively. For example, safety-netting has been proposed as a method of reducing the risk of missing serious disease in patients with an ‘uncertain’ diagnostic outcome. Research designed around the explicit identification of patients with ‘undifferentiated presentations’ would facilitate the evaluation of different strategies to handle this subgroup in clinical practice. This would impact significantly on general practice, providing GPs with a set of validated tools to confidently handle diagnostic uncertainty.

**DOWNFALLS OF DICHTOMISATION**

Vital diagnostic information is lost when a quantitative variable is dichotomised. Rifkin et al found that the greatest amount of information is lost when disease prevalence is low and the accuracy of the test is poor; a diagnostic scenario typical of general practice.

A key consequence of this information loss is that the predictive value of extreme test results can no longer be differentiated from that of results closer to the dichotomous threshold, even though they may be vastly different. This can make binary accuracy statistics difficult to interpret; modest accuracy may be a result of the test being a poor discriminator across the whole test scale, or it may be that the test is an excellent discriminator towards the extremes of the test scale, but it performs poorly for results close to the threshold. In the latter case, the binary model can cause the discriminatory performance of the test to be understated in accuracy research.

Unless a test is extremely accurate at a single threshold, reducing the interpretation of a quantitative test scale to a simple dichotomy makes it impossible to explicitly identify which test values are capable of confidently ruling in or ruling out a disease. For example, C-reactive protein is commonly measured to aid the diagnosis of a child presenting with flu-like symptoms. As mentioned before, C-reactive protein is a general inflammatory marker and therefore only extreme values have been found to be effective for ruling in or ruling out serious bacterial infections. Using a single threshold to interpret the results of this test does not tell GPs in which patients serious bacterial infection can be confidently ruled out, which require hospital referral and, most likely, which require the implementation of a ‘test of time’ strategy because there remains some diagnostic uncertainty. By moving away from dichotomisation and implementing a method that provides a richer interpretation of quantitative test results, we can provide threshold guidance that relates directly to the diagnostic challenges faced in general practice.

**SOLUTIONS FOR TEST ACCURACY RESEARCH**

Feinstein argues that clinicians recognise that diagnostic tests are rarely capable of ruling in or ruling out disease and typically interpret test results as either ‘positive’, ‘negative’ or ‘uncertain’. To bridge the gap between diagnostic decision making in clinical practice and diagnostic research, he proposes that two thresholds should be identified on a quantitative test scale to represent this trichotomous interpretation. Furthermore, this would allow for the proportion of the target population that continue to have an ‘uncertain’ disease state post-test to be reported. Irwig and Glasziou dispute that if the test scale is continuous in nature, then forcing test values into three categories would still result in a significant loss of information and, if categorisation is necessary, at least five to seven categories should be identified and likelihood ratios calculated for each category. However, despite numerous calls for the use of multilevel likelihood ratios to navigate large zones of diagnostic uncertainty, no standard has been developed for this purpose.

"Vital diagnostic information is lost when a quantitative variable is dichotomised.”
uncertainty, they are still yet to be frequently adopted in diagnostic research.\textsuperscript{11}

Any degree of categorisation will result in some information loss, nevertheless typically quantitative test scales are categorised to make it easier for clinicians to interpret results. Nowadays, with test results typically being communicated electronically, it is possible to convey complex diagnostic probability calculations in a graphical format that could be easily understood by clinicians,\textsuperscript{12} potentially reducing the need for any categorisation.

CONCLUSION

Although the reduction of a quantitative test scale to a dichotomy may appear to provide a means of simplifying the interpretation of test results, it fails to allow for the explicit recognition of diagnostic uncertainty. New ways of communicating the true discriminatory capabilities of diagnostic tests are needed so that clinicians have the necessary information available to them to incorporate test results into their decision making effectively.

General practice is an ideal platform for research on patients with an ‘uncertain’ diagnostic outcome due to the high volume of diagnostically-challenging cases.\textsuperscript{6} The explicit identification of this subgroup would facilitate a focused stream of diagnostic and prognostic research into the efficacy of different strategies used to manage these patients.

Diagnostic uncertainty is unavoidable; it is only when we start to recognise that it exists that we can invest the time and research effort into identifying the best strategies to overcome it.
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